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‘‘The problem sets should have been graded. I had no incentive to do them, and as a

result did poorly on the exams.’’

— comment from anonymous teacher evaluation, undergraduate game theory course.

1. Introduction

Ever since receiving the above comment, one of us (Rabin) has presented it to students on the first

day of class as the first exercise for his microeconomics courses: In the above situation, find the

incentive! This exercise is a good — albeit somewhat easy — introductory economics question. If

the student wanted to do well on the exams, and if doing the problem sets would have helped him

to do well on the exams, then he should have had incentive enough to do the problem sets. For

this student, however, wanting to do well on the exams was apparently not sufficient motivation

to prepare for the exams by doing the problem sets. Indeed, this student believed that, had an

additional constraint been added in the form of graded problem sets, he would have been better off.

While it is possible that the student just didn’t comprehend the basics of incentives, we believe

that this comment reflects two related features of human nature that are missing from the conven-

tional economic approach to incentives. First, people have self-control problems in the form of a

present bias : our short-term inclinations of what to do — watching TV rather than studying —

often don’t accord with our own assessment of what is in our long-term best interests — studying

rather than watching TV. The point is not that watching TV is necessarily a worse way to spend

one’s time than studying game theory.2 Rather, the point is that there is a meaningful sense in which

people may wish they would study rather than watch TV, and yet they watch TV. Although pur-

suit of immediate gratification over future gratification is often the sensible thing to do, there are

situations in which people by their own assessment tend to over-pursue immediate gratification.

Second, the comment also reflects that incentives cannot be understood solely by the total pay-

offs associated with different actions. The details matter. Two incentive schemesA andB may each

yield the same aggregate payoffs associated with two courses of action x and y, yet, depending on

2 That assessment would depend on the TV show being watched and the game-theoretic solution

concept being studied.
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the details, a person may choose x under scheme A but y under schemeB. Students may study for

100 hours and get a good grade rather than study for 50 hours and get a bad grade if induced by

problem sets, but study the 50 hours for the bad grade rather than the 100 hours for a good grade

if no problem sets are graded — even if all they care about is their total hours of effort and their

grades.

In this paper, we investigate the design of incentives when people have present bias. Our main

themes correspond to the two features above. First, because present-biased people may not behave

in their own long-run best interests, there is scope for firms, policymakers, friends and family, and

perhaps even the people themselves to create incentives for ‘‘better’’ behavior.3 Second, whereas

the standard economic model says that only ultimate payoffs matter, for present-biased people, the

detailed structure of incentives becomes of critical importance. Hence, optimal incentive design

must pay attention to — and can sometimes efficiently use — details that the standard model would

say are essentially irrelevant.

Casual evidence suggests that people vary a great deal in their degree of self-control problems,

their degree of awareness of self-control problems, and (of course) in their intrinsic tastes for differ-

ent activities. This heterogeneity of course complicates incentive design, because incentives that

help some types — e.g., people with significant present bias — often harm other types — e.g.,

people with little or no present bias. Moreover, even individual agents themselves will typically

face uncertainty about their own future tastes, needs, outside options, and constraints. If so, then

optimal incentives may need to permit some flexibility to agents, and may even need to deal with

heterogeneity in the need for flexibility. Hence, a third major theme will be the importance of

heterogeneity and flexibility in designing incentives.

In Section 2, we describe the simple model of (what we call) present bias that was adopted in

the seminal work of Laibson (1997) and has been widely used by many researchers ever since.

We then discuss a variety of reasons why we believe the study of present bias is important for

economics, and also describe recent empirical papers that conclude that present bias may provide

better explanations of many observed economic behaviors than does the standard model.

3 There is also scope for firms or opportunistic individuals to design incentives to exploit peo-

ple’s present bias. While our main focus will be beneficial incentives, we occasionally discuss

exploitative incentives as well.
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In Sections 3 and 4, we move to our main topic: the design of incentives when (some) peo-

ple have present bias. The optimal design of incentives will, of course, depend on the details of

the particular environment under consideration. Even so, existing research on how present-biased

people react to natural incentives, as well as emerging research on designing incentives in specific

contexts, suggests some general principles. In Section 3, we describe these general principles, and

then analyze a series of examples that illustrate these principles. In Section 4, we address more

directly the roles of heterogeneity and flexibility. We describe how recent research has started to

deal with heterogeneity and the need for flexibility, suggest some principles that have been missing

from this literature, and illustrate these principles by discussing some examples of how to combat

procrastination.

In Section 5, we discuss some broader issues and conclude. In particular, while our analysis

focuses on the effects of incorporating present bias into the standard economic model, we discuss

how similar conclusions might arise from other recent attempts to improve the standard economic

model. We also discuss how market forces might influence incentive design when some consumers

have present bias.

2. Present-Biased Preferences and Economics

Most economic models, intuitions, and policy prescriptions assume that people’s short-run prefer-

ences match our long-run preferences. More precisely, most economics assumes that preferences

are time-consistent: As long as no new information is revealed, people have the same preferences

now over future behavior as we will have when the future arrives. Hence, economists have tradi-

tionally assumed that if today we prefer to start spending less and saving more tomorrow, tomorrow

we’ll want to start spending less and saving more immediately; if today we prefer to quit smoking

tomorrow, then tomorrow we’ll want to quit smoking immediately; if today we prefer to diet tomor-

row, tomorrow we’ll want to diet immediately; and if today we prefer to work on our dissertation,

prepare our taxes, and clean house tomorrow, tomorrow we’ll want to do these things immediately.

Evidence suggests, however, that such assumptions are wrong, and more than just being wrong,

they are wrong in a systematic direction: People have a bias towards immediate gratification. When

thinking about two future dates, people care roughly equally about well-being on those two dates,

but when the future arrives and the first of these dates becomes ‘‘today’’, we care more about that
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first date than about the second date. We buy more, smoke more, eat more, and work less tomorrow

than we wish our tomorrow selves to do.4

Although the stuff of literature, philosophy, and everyday folk wisdom, economists have mostly

ignored this general human tendency. There have over the years been a few exceptions. Strotz

(1956) provided the first formal analysis of time-inconsistent preferences, and suggested that the

relevant form of time inconsistency was a preference for immediate gratification. But the literature

that built upon Strotz chose to focus on general theoretical issues that arise with time-inconsistent

preferences — most notably, the existence of a ‘‘sophisticated path’’. With the exception of a few

researchers (e.g., Thomas Schelling, Richard Thaler, and George Akerlof), Strotz’s suggestion to

focus on a preference for immediate gratification was lost.5 Fortunately, it was given a rebirth due

to the neo-seminal work of Laibson (1997).

In order to formally analyze the implications of present bias, Laibson adopted a simple model

that Phelps and Pollak (1968) used to study intergenerational altruism to instead study intrapersonal

intertemporal choice. Specifically, a person’s intertemporal preferences at time t are given by

U t(ut, ..., uT ) ≡ ut + β
TX

τ=t+1

δτ−tuτ ,

where uτ is her instantaneous utility in period τ . This two-parameter model is a simple modifi-

cation of the standard exponential-discounting model. The parameter δ represents standard time-

consistent impatience; for β = 1 these preferences reduce to exponential discounting. The para-

meter β represents a time-inconsistent preference for immediate gratification, where β < 1 implies

4 For evidence that most humans do, indeed, have such a tendency, see Ainslie (1991, 1992),

Ainslie and Haslam (1992a, 1992b ), Loewenstein and Prelec (1992), Thaler (1981), and Thaler and

Loewenstein (1989). For a recent overview, see Frederick, Loewenstein, and O’Donoghue (2002).

This tendency is often referred to as ‘‘hyperbolic discounting’’ or ‘‘quasi-hyperbolic discounting’’.
5 See, for instance, Schelling (1978, 1984), Thaler and Shefrin (1981), and Akerlof (1991).
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an extra bias for now over the future.6

The general feature of present bias is of course more general than the simple β, δ model. In-

deed, psychologists who estimate discount functions often focus on a one-parameter hyperbolic

functional form wherein a person puts weight a/(a + d) on payoffs that are received with delay

d — hence the label ‘‘hyperbolic discounting’’. We suspect that most qualitative and quantitative

predictions of the β, δ model will hold for more nuanced forms of present bias, but this remains to

be seen.

As discussed by Strotz (1956) and Pollak (1968), the behavior of people with time-inconsistent

preferences depends on their beliefs about their own future behavior. Two extreme assumptions

have appeared in the literature: Sophisticated people are fully aware of their future self-control

problems and therefore correctly predict how their future selves will behave, and naive people are

fully unaware of their future self-control problems and therefore believe their future selves will

behave exactly as they currently would like them to behave.

Much of the research on present bias has followed Laibson in assuming sophistication — per-

haps reflecting economists’ natural inclination to assume people have ‘‘rational expectations’’. In

our own work (beginning with O’Donoghue and Rabin (1999a )), we have emphasized both sophis-

tication and naivete, in part to emphasize that many observed behaviors may be better understood

in terms of naivete. Indeed, to demonstrate that many behaviors we believe reflect naivete need

not reflect 100% naivete, we have developed and analyzed a model of partial naivete wherein a

person is aware that she has future self-control problems but she underestimates their magnitude

6 This model is a generalization of standard exponential discounting — that is, exponential dis-

counting is a special case that imposes the restriction that β = 1. Moreover, virtually every paper

that applies this model, whether theoretical or empirical, makes explicit how the implications for

β < 1 differ from the implications for β = 1 in the particular context being studied. Hence, un-

like the vast majority of papers in economics that a priori impose exponential discounting, this

literature permits a careful comparison of the relative merits of exponential discounting vs. in-

corporating present bias. Of course, permitting β < 1 is not the only direction for generalizing

economic models, and we, like many researchers studying this model, are quite inclined to explore

other generalizations. Nonetheless, the model as it stands is clearly less narrow and specialized

than the model of time preference it is replacing.
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(see O’Donoghue and Rabin 2001).7 In this paper, we will focus for simplicity on the two extreme

types. But many intuitions that arise under both complete naivete and complete sophistication also

apply under partial naivete.

While there is little formal evidence on the distribution of types, casual evidence certainly sug-

gests that not everyone has present bias, and that people with present bias differ in their degree of

sophistication. We suspect, for instance, that there are many activities — e.g., drinking alcohol —

which many people engage in optimally, but which non-trivial numbers of people over-do because

of present bias. We emphasize, however, that the heterogeneity in observed behavior, and the harm

from this behavior, may be due even more to heterogeneity in underlying tastes for different ac-

tivities than to differences in present bias or awareness of present bias, and that the implications

of present bias depend on these underlying tastes. If you don’t like smoking or drinking or eating

potato chips, present bias does not induce you to over-indulge in consuming these things. Although

many papers that explore the implications of present bias assume for simplicity that there is no het-

erogeneity (or more to the point, explore behavior as a function of type), a more complete study of

incentive design must account for heterogeneity. We address this issue in Section 4.

A major theme in the literature on present bias is that present bias can generate inefficient be-

havior — that is, can lead people not to behave in their own best interests. This theme will play

a particularly prominent role in our discussion on designing incentives. Of course, such a claim

requires a criterion for how to measure welfare. Economists have sometimes been perplexed about

how to conduct welfare analysis when people have time-inconsistent preferences, since the person

has different preferences at different points in time. One response has been to apply a Pareto crite-

rion, where one outcome is deemed better than another if and only if the person views it as better

at all points in time. But we view the Pareto criterion as too agnostic, and have instead encouraged

using people’s ‘‘long-run preferences’’ to measure welfare, where long-run preferences are given

7 Formally, we let β̂ be a person’s beliefs about her future self-control problems, by which we

mean that the person believes that in the future she will behave like a sophisticated person with

self-control problem β̂. With this formulation, a fully sophisticated person has perceptions β̂ = β

because she knows exactly her future self-control problems; a fully naive person has perceptions

β̂ = 1 because she believes she will not have future self-control problems; and a partially naive

person has perceptions β̂ ∈ (β, 1).
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by

U0(ut, ..., uT ) ≡
TX
τ=t

δτ−tuτ .

A person’s long-run preferences reflect her preferences when asked from a prior perspective

when she has no option to indulge immediate gratification — hence why U0 does not depend on β.

We prefer this welfare criterion for several reasons. First, the Pareto criterion is clearly too agnostic

about when one outcome is better than another. Indeed, it is not even close to the welfare criterion

economists apply when studying standard exponential discounters. It does not, for instance, allow

us to say that providing someone (or someone providing himself) with a large immediate benefit at

a very small future cost is necessarily a good thing; we have, after all, made the current self better

off at the cost of his future self. Second, we view the present bias as an ‘‘error’’. Consider, for

instance, the person’s present bias that applies on March 1, 2008. On every other day of her life,

the person is upset with this present bias, and it is only at that moment that she is at peace with it.

Hence, we believe that her present bias on March 1, 2008, or on any other day, should be given

no normative weight. Third, if we were to consider a person who is choosing future incentives for

herself, she would make this choice using exactly her long-run preferences. In fact, we will discuss

many such examples below.

Hence, whenever we discuss welfare below, we will be using long-run preferences as our welfare

measure, and this perspective is starting to take hold in the literature. Even so, it is worth making

one final comment: most instances of ‘‘bad behavior’’ that we discuss below and in the broader

literature are bad by essentially any definition. As a practical matter, especially in applied work,

conceptual difficulties over how to measure welfare within the present-bias framework often simply

do not matter.

A great deal of research has built off of Laibson’s initial model of (what we call) present-biased

preferences. Much of the initial work has been theoretical in nature, investigating the implications

of present bias both for behavior and for welfare in a variety of economic contexts.8 More recently,

a nascent empirical research program has begun to test present-biased preferences vs. exponential

discounting in economic field data (as we discuss below).

There are several reasons why present bias is important for economics. Perhaps the simplest

8 See, for instance, Laibson (1997, 1998), O’Donoghue and Rabin (1999a, 1999b, 2001), Carrillo

and Mariotti (2000), Benabou and Tirole (2002), and Gruber and Koszegi (2001, 2004).
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and most straightforward has been, we feel, insufficiently emphasized: without it, economists have

no coherent model of short-term impatience. Most economists wouldn’t bat an eye if someone

suggested that people care 1% more about today than tomorrow — it’s just discounting. But under

the standard model of exponential discounting, such seemingly reasonable short-term impatience

implies manifestly unrealistic long-term impatience. Specifically, because .99365 ≈ .0255, such

discounting implies that people care roughly 40 times more about now than a year from now —

which none of us do. Without assuming transparently counterfactual and extreme long-term dis-

counting, the exponential model is inconsistent with any noticeable taste for immediate gratifica-

tion. Even an unrealistically low yearly discount factor of 0.7 (which says, counterfactually, that

people care 6 times more about their well-being 10 years from now than 15 years from now) im-

plies that people care only 0.1%more about today vs. tomorrow. Hence, not only does exponential

discounting imply that people’s current preferences over future behavior accord with their future

preferences, but for any plausible discounting it further implies our desired behavior tomorrow is

virtually identical to our desired behavior today. In practical terms, then, exponential discounting

implies that, if today we prefer to quit smoking, diet, and study tomorrow, then we prefer to quit

smoking, diet, and study today.

There are two related implications of this logic. First, the strong emphasis in the literature on

proving present bias by finding time inconsistency via preference reversals has been misplaced.

Finding short-term impatience is sufficient. Second, present bias is not a theory of long-term

impatience. Economists sometimes seem to associate present bias with extreme myopia. This

view is incorrect. Indeed, an important feature of the present-bias model is that it permits the study

of immediate gratification without assuming insane myopia. It allows, for instance, that people

might care 5% more about today than tomorrow, 10% more about today than a year from now, and

5% more about a year from now than two years from now — which holds in the β, δ model above

if β = .95 and δ365 = .95. This distinction is, in fact, a major theme in recent empirical research.

We often observe the same people exhibiting long-run planning (committing to retirement plans

or to attend college) and short-term indulgence (procrastination, credit-card borrowing). Whereas

exponential discounting has a hard time accounting for this combination, present bias provides a

natural explanation.

A second — and more important — reason why present bias is so important for economics is that

many real-world economic behaviors seem to clearly indicate short-term impatience. Topics now
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or soon to be studied with the perspective that present-biased preferences matter include: general

savings rates, credit-card borrowing, cigarette consumption, welfare enrollment, procrastination in

personal investment, unemployment and procrastination in employment search, purchase quantities

under non-linear pricing for ‘‘virtue’’ vs. ‘‘vice’’ products, the effects of payday timing on monthly

consumption patterns, food stamps, the effects of coupons and rebates on demand for products,

organizational incentives, retirement timing, finishing school, returning to school for G.E.Ds, un-

safe sex and AIDS and pregnancy, procrastination in seeking medical attention, compliance with

medical prescriptions, alcohol consumption, unhealthy eating, exercise, obesity, procrastination in

research, and seeing too few Johnny Depp movies.

Is all pursuit of immediate gratification in these domains ‘‘irrational’’? Of course not. As all

economists understand, rational behavior often involves pursuing immediate gratification at fu-

ture expense. If chocolate or a cigarette brings you immediate gratification, it may be optimal to

consume these items despite possible future health costs; if watching TV brings you immediate

gratification, it may be optimal to watch despite possible future costs of poor grades; and if having

unprotected sex brings you immediate gratification, it may be optimal to do so despite possible

future costs to health or life or family. None of these activities should be deemed mistakes per

se. The point of this paper and of the broader literature is that it is worth investigating whether,

in some cases, people engage in these activities against their own long-run preferences due to an

over -pursuit of immediate gratification.9

Indeed, in many situations, we feel the evidence seems to clearly implicate self-harm. Consider,

for instance, a major facet of U.S. economic activity: credit-card borrowing.10 There are roughly 1.2

9 Of course, many of these activities may also generate negative externalities on neighbors and

taxpayers. While such externalities are and should be the topic of economic research, this research

is to some extent orthogonal to research on the self-harm caused by over-pursuit of immediate

gratification.
10 We discuss credit-card borrowing and ‘‘fringe borrowing’’ in the context of U.S. consumers

because we are more familiar with the data for the U.S. and because the amount and potential

maladaptation of consumer debt seems to be greatest in the U.S. But problems with consumer debt

have recently been growing in other countries as well — indeed, this international variation is itself

a worthy topic for study.
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billion credit cards in use in the United States, with an average annual interest rate of 18.9%. About

60% of active credit-card accounts are not paid off monthly. The average credit-card debt among

all American households is $8,400, with an average card debt of $9,205 among people who have at

least one card. A typical American family today pays about $1200 annually in credit-card interest.11

Although further research is needed, it is hard to see how the lower ‘‘steady-state’’ consumption

and lower financial security that result from common credit-card behavior can be optimal. Hence,

while economists often debate whether Americans save enough for retirement, we feel an equally

important question is whether Americans’ steady-state consumption throughout their lives is too

low due to the credit-card debts that they carry.

In fact, a smaller — but still worryingly large — proportion of Americans borrow with instru-

ments that are far more costly than credit cards. This ‘‘fringe’’ set of financial institutions is even

less studied by economists than the credit-card industry. There is a massive industry of pawn shops

— putting household items into store as collateral for extremely high-interest loans — in the U.S.

and in many other countries (this institution dates back millennia, and is described by some as the

second oldest profession in the world). And many Americans buy household items such as furniture

on a ‘‘rent-to-own’’ plan: instead of paying money to buy a couch, people rent it on a per-month

basis, and after a while are given ownership, typically paying three times the price they could have

paid initially.

And most dramatically in terms of recent growth, massive numbers of employed (and pensioned)

people in U.S. have taken out one or more payday loans — borrowing against their next pay check.

A typical transaction is that a person borrows $300 using his or her paycheck or social-security

check as collateral, and pays back $354 when this check arrives. This is 18% interest for a month

or (more commonly) two weeks. The size of this rapidly growing industry is hard to firmly establish.

Stephens Incorporated Investment Bankers (2004) estimate that 9 to 14 million U.S. households —

8.5% of households — took out payday loans in 2002, from 22,000 payday-loan outlets. In a New

York Times article, Henriques (2004) reports that 26% of military households took out such loans

in the same year. The Stephens Incorporated report estimates that the total volume of payday loans

in 2003 in the U.S. was $40 billion. It appears that most who take out such payday loans do so

11 These particular estimates are from Bannister (2004), but the general scale of the estimates

broadly match other sources.
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repeatedly, so that it doesn’t appear to be solely as a source for one-time emergencies.

Most of this behavior seems to us hard to reconcile with full rationality as economists model

it. People should buffer themselves with some savings to avoid all this borrowing. No matter how

bad their situation, to repeatedly borrow at exorbitant rates puts people in worse situations. And

the logic of present bias can readily predict that those facing both higher immediate temptation

to consume and higher cost of doing so are particularly prone to overconsume. Because the very

poor are more often in this situation than the not very poor, they are more prone to damaging over-

consumption even if (as we believe probable) they do not have an intrinsically higher tendency to

overconsume.

Beyond such examples that compel speculation about present bias, over the past decade a num-

ber of researchers have indeed demonstrated empirically ways in which present bias can explain

economic field data better than exponential discounting. Laibson (1997, 1998) demonstrates the-

oretically that hyperbolic discounting could account for many well-known empirical anomalies in

the saving-consumption literature — that is, it could account for many empirical findings that were

difficult to understand when viewed with the maintained hypothesis of exponential discounting. For

instance, whereas evidence suggests that there is too much income-consumption comovement in

household consumption data to be consistent with the standard life-cycle/permanent-income model,

Laibson demonstrates that hyperbolic discounting can generate such comovement because hyper-

bolic discounters often find themselves liquidity constrained. Similarly, whereas evidence suggests

a large drop in consumption at retirement that is inconsistent with exponential discounting, hyper-

bolic discounting can generate such a drop.

In follow-up work, Laibson and his collaborators have conducted more explicit empirical tests of

hyperbolic discounting vs. exponential discounting in saving-consumption data. Laibson, Repetto,

and Tobacman (1998) and Angeletos, Laibson, Repetto, Tobacman, and Weinberg (2001) simulate

a buffer-stock saving-consumption model for both an exponential economy and a hyperbolic econ-

omy. Importantly, they incorporate in the model the existence of an illiquid asset and the existence

of credit-card borrowing, two features that are important for hyperbolic discounters. They calibrate

the model to match the distribution of pre-retirement wealth across households in their observed

population, and then compare their simulated data to actual data on other dimensions. They find

that the hyperbolic economy performs significantly better at matching the data, particularly on the

dimensions of amount of wealth held in liquid assets, amount of credit-card borrowing, and income-
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consumption comovement. More recently, Laibson, Repetto, and Tobacman (2005) have used the

same data to estimate the discounting parameters. In their benchmark specification, they find a

yearly β ≈ 0.7 and a yearly δ ≈ 0.96, with both tightly estimated.

The key pattern in the data that drives these conclusions is that the same households that accumu-

late significant wealth by their pre-retirement years also accumulate a lot of credit-card debt when

they are young. The fact that households accumulate significant pre-retirement wealth suggests a

relatively low long-term discount rate, while the fact that they accumulate significant credit-card

debts suggests a relatively high short-term discount rate. Because exponential discounting imposes

the same discount rate for both the long term and the short term, it has a hard time generating the

observed pattern. In contrast, present bias involves exactly this feature of high short-term and low

long-term discount rates.

Recently, researchers have tested for hyperbolic discounting in other environments. DellaVigna

and Paserman (2005) test for hyperbolic discounting in job-search decisions. They first develop

a model in which unemployed people face two types of decisions: (i) they must decide each day

how intensely to search for a job, and (ii) when they search and receive a wage offer, they must de-

cide whether to accept that wage. In this framework, impatience (of whatever form) makes people

less prone to search and more prone to accept lower wage offers. In principle, then, the impact of

impatience on exit rates from unemployment is ambiguous — being less prone to search decreases

exit rates, while being willing to accept lower wages increases exit rates. The authors demonstrate,

however, that under exponential discounting with plausible discount rates, the wage effect domi-

nates and hence increased impatience should lead to increased exit rates from unemployment. In

contrast, under β, δ preferences, if the increased impatience comes in the form of short-term im-

patience (smaller β), then the search effect dominates and hence increased impatience should lead

to decreased exit rates from unemployment. DellaVigna and Paserman use data from the National

Longitudinal Survey of Youth (NLSY) and from the Panel Study of Income Dynamics (PSID) to test

the relationships between proxies for impatience and exit rates from unemployment, and conclude

that the evidence supports the hyperbolic model. In follow-up work, Paserman (2004) estimates a

structural model of job search of this form (using males in the NLSY), and finds support for β < 1.

Shui and Ausubel (2004) find evidence of hyperbolic discounting in credit-card borrowing. They

have access to data in which consumers were randomly assigned to receive credit-card offers with

different features. They find that consumers are more prone to accept offers with a low introductory
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interest rate for a short duration, even when, given actual borrowing behavior, consumers would

have been better off accepting offers with a larger introductory interest rate that lasts for a longer

duration. Moreover, consumers seem reluctant to switch balances even after the introductory rate

expires. Shui and Ausubel demonstrate that these findings are inconsistent with exponential dis-

counting but consistent with hyperbolic discounting.

Fang and Silverman (2004) use the NLSY to test for hyperbolic discounting in welfare-vs.-

work decisions among unmarried women with children. They develop a dynamic structural model

in which women choose each period whether to work, stay home and take welfare, or stay home

and not take welfare, where they incorporate the welfare rules that the women face (which differ

across states). Their estimates for β are significantly different from 1; however, a puzzling aspect

of their analysis is that it yields a surprisingly low estimate of short-term impatience — a yearly β

on the order of .3.

DellaVigna and Malmendier (forthcoming) find evidence suggestive of hyperbolic discounting

in health-club data that tracks members’ usage over time. They find that, among those who sign up

for a monthly contract, people pay an average price per visit of about $17 over the first six months,

despite that fact that they could have chosen instead to pay $10 per visit by purchasing daily passes

rather than the monthly contract. Moreover, the monthly contract has an automatic-renewal feature

— the person’s credit card is automatically charged every month unless the person cancels either by

mail or by visiting the club — and they find evidence of procrastination in cancellation in the form

of a significant duration (2.29 months) between last use and cancellation. Finally, they find that

the average price paid per visit in initial months is positively correlated with the cancellation lag.

They argue that these findings are suggestive of naive present bias: people sign up for the monthly

contract naively expecting to use the health club frequently, and then later naively procrastinate

cancellation.

Ariely and Wertenbroch (2002) provide experimental evidence on present bias and procrastina-

tion. They studied executive-education students who had to write three short papers for a class.

For one group of students, each student chose a deadline for each of the three papers, while for

a second group, evenly spaced deadlines were exogenously imposed. Students in the first group

chose to impose deadlines on themselves, instead of making all papers due at the end of the term.

But the deadlines that they chose allowed for more delay than the evenly spaced deadlines, and

by various performance measures — e.g., their grades for the class — they fared worse than the
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students with exogenously imposed, evenly spaced deadlines. They interpret these results as being

driven by partially naive present bias. The fact that people choose to make commitments implies

that they are worried about future misbehavior; however, the fact that these commitments seem to

allow too much delay implies that people underestimate their need for commitment.

Gruber and Mullainathan (2005) find a different form of evidence of present bias. Their starting

point is to recognize that models of hyperbolic discounting predict that people might smoke despite

preferring not to smoke, and hence might be made better off by cigarette taxes. They attempt to

directly test this proposition by investigating how survey measures of subjective well-being depend

on local cigarette taxes. Using both U.S. and Canadian data, they indeed find that cigarette taxes

seem to increase happiness among those prone to smoke. (As a reliability check, they also test

whether other types of excise taxes have similar effects, and confirm that they do not.)

Finally, Shapiro (2005) examines consumption patterns among food-stamp recipients. He finds

that, over the month between food-stamp deliveries, caloric intake declines by about 10-15 percent.

He demonstrates that this behavior is inconsistent with exponential discounting and any plausible

discount factor. After ruling out several other explanations, he argues that present bias seems to be

the best explanation, and demonstrates that the evidence is roughly consistent with people having

a daily β ≈ 0.9 and a daily δ ≈ 1.

3. Incentives and Present Bias

We now move to the main topic of this article: the design of incentives when (some) people have

present bias. In particular, our interest is how principals faced with present-biased people are likely

to set up incentives, and how these incentives are likely to differ from the incentives that would be

used when facing exponential discounters.

There are at least four categories of designed incentives, differing by who is the principal and

what is the principal’s motive. Perhaps the most obvious category is when benevolent third-parties

— parents, teachers, friends, or the government — seek to achieve better outcomes for present-

biased people. Because this category revolves around attempting to help the present-biased, it is
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often referred to as designing ‘‘paternalistic’’ incentives.12 The second category is closely related:

present-biased people sometimes design their own future incentives in an attempt to achieve bet-

ter outcomes for themselves. This category revolves around sophisticated attempts at self control

through commitment devices.13

The third category of designed incentives is when profit-seeking firms or individuals attempt

to exploit present-biased people by designing incentives that lead to outcomes that the individuals

don’t really want or (in the case of naifs) expect. This might take the form of pricing schemes

designed to sell more output or to sell output at a higher per-unit price. Alternatively, this might

take the form of hiring workers with incentive schemes that lead to low per-unit wages. Such

exploitation is of interest, and may underlie many incentive structures that we see in the world.

Even so, in many cases even profit-seeking firms will be motivated to seek efficient exchange for

the usual mutual-gains-of-trade reasons. For instance, if a firm employs a procrastinator, it might

attempt to bilk that person of money or extract extra work out of that person, but it is perhaps more

likely to want to induce the worker to efficiently perform the tasks she was hired to do. Hence,

the fourth category of designed incentives is when profit-seeking firms attempt to induce efficient

exchange.

Whichever the category, the optimal design of incentives will depend on the nature of the par-

ticular environment under consideration. Even so, existing research on how present-biased people

react to the natural incentives that they face in the environment around them, as well as emerging

research on designing incentives in specific contexts, suggests some general principles for incentive

design. In this section, we describe some general principles we have identified, and then illustrate

12 The exploration of paternalism often sparks strong resistance among economists, on various

grounds. Although we certainly concur that much further research is needed before advocating

paternalism in practice, we feel it is a useful task to explore the nature of paternalistic incentives.

Indeed, one interesting use of such analyses is that they might enable us to identify the motives

behind real-world incentives — e.g., to assess whether they reflect a desire to help or a desire to

exploit.
13 The study of commitment devices has a special place in the history of the study of self-control

problems (as the term ‘‘self-control’’ suggests), since the most blatant evidence that the conventional

economic model isn’t quite right is the existence of efforts to commit oneself.
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them with a series of examples.

Principle #1: For exponential discounters, only gestalt incentives matter. For stan-

dard exponential discounters, all that matters are the overall costs and benefits of the

available options. Hence, when designing incentives, altering details in a way that

doesn’t change gestalt incentives will have little effect on exponential discounters.

Principle #2: For present-biased people, the details of incentives matter. Because

of their focus on immediate payoffs, many intricacies of incentives that would be irrele-

vant for exponential discounters can become quite important for present-biased people.

In particular, they are sensitive to the exact timing of when costs and benefits are ex-

perienced. In addition, they are sensitive to exactly how decisions are made — e.g.,

choosing in advance vs. in the moment.

Principle #3: There often exist changes in incentives that influence present-biased

people without much affecting exponential discounters. A direct implication of the

first two principles is that by focusing on altering details without changing gestalt incen-

tives, we can alter the behavior of present-biased people without changing the behavior

of exponential discounters. We emphasize this principle because it will be important

for dealing with heterogeneity in the world. In particular, even if we cannot identify

who is and is not present-biased, it is often possible to modify incentives so as to help

(or exploit) the present-biased without much affecting the efficiency of behavior by

exponential discounters.

Principle #4: For present-biased people, it can be useful to ‘‘magnify’’ future costs

or rewards. Because present-biased people put too little weight on future payoffs,

behavior can often be improved by magnifying future costs or rewards.

Principle #5: For present-biased people, it can be useful to encourage prospective

choice. When all consequences of a decision are sufficiently far in the future, present

bias is not a problem. Hence, if it is possible to induce people to make decisions now

about future behavior, we may be able to induce better behavior. For instance, by putting

restrictions on when people have access to a good (e.g., limited buying hours), people
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are forced to decide in advance whether they want to consume that good. Even more

attractive, we can sometimes use prospective voluntary restrictions.

To illustrate these principles, we begin with a simple example that is a variant of the one-activity

model that we studied in O’Donoghue and Rabin (1999a ). Suppose there is an activity that a person

must complete exactly once during the next 7 days. Completion of this activity generates both a

reward and a cost as described in Table I.

TABLE I

Reward and Cost as a Function of Completion Day

Completion Day Day 1 Day 2 Day 3 Day 4 Day 5 Day 6 Day 7

Reward 5 9 17 33 33 33 33

Cost 5 5 5 5 9 17 33

Net benefit 0 4 12 28 24 16 0

Table I reflects the gestalt reward and cost as a function of when the activity is completed; in this

example, the reward and the cost both increase over time, with the net benefit peaking at Day 4.

But the exact timing of when the person experiences the reward and the cost might vary depending

on the type of activity under consideration. If this pattern of rewards and costs is generated by an

onerous activity, such as completing a school assignment, the cost is incurred immediately while

the reward is received in the future. For instance, if she completes the problem set on Day 3, then

she incurs a cost of 5 on Day 3, and receives a reward of 17 sometime after Day 3. If instead this

pattern of rewards and costs is generated by a pleasurable activity, such as eating a tempting food,

the reward is received immediately while the cost (e.g., health cost) is incurred in the future. For

instance, if she eats the food on Day 3, then she receives a reward of 17 on Day 3, and incurs a cost

of 5 sometime after Day 3.

In this example, an exponential discounter with δ = 1will complete the activity on Day 4 regard-

less of the type of activity. This example highlights how exponential discounters focus solely on

the gestalt rewards and costs of their available actions; the timing of rewards and costs is (virtually)
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irrelevant to their decision.14

Now consider a present-biased person with δ = 1 and β = 1/2. From a prior perspective

(or even from a Day-1 perspective), the person would most like to complete the activity on Day

4, regardless of the timing of rewards and costs. The person’s actual behavior, however, depends

crucially on this timing. In particular, if it is an onerous activity, the person is prone to procrastinate

incurring the immediate cost, and hence delays beyond Day 4. In contrast, if it is a pleasurable

activity, the person is prone to preproperate — grab the reward too soon — and hence does the

activity before Day 4. Exactly how much the person procrastinates or preproperates depends on

whether she is sophisticated or naive. If it is an onerous activity, naifs procrastinate until Day 7

while sophisticates complete the activity on Day 5. If it is a pleasurable activity, naifs do it on Day

3, while sophisticates do it on Day 1.

In addition to demonstrating how the timing matters for present-biased people in a way that is

irrelevant for exponential discounters, this example also illustrates the potential value of prospective

choice. It is only because present-biased people are making day-to-day, in-the-moment decisions

that they end up not doing the activity in Day 4. If instead the person were forced in advance to

commit to a day, people would choose Day 4 irrespective of sophistication and irrespective of the

timing of rewards and costs. Indeed, even if the person were merely forced each day to commit to

tomorrow’s behavior (wait vs. do it), the activity would always be performed on Day 4.

Finally, this example illustrates some simple principles with regard to voluntary prospective

commitments. As discussed above, if the person commits in advance, she’ll commit to Day 4. But

would the person want to make such a commitment? The answer depends on whether the person is

sophisticated. Sophisticates correctly predict their behavior, and so they would see value to making

a commitment. Hence, sophisticates would even be willing to pay for the ability to commit. More

generally, sophisticates are often on the lookout for ways to commit their future behavior, and

are sometimes even willing to pay for such opportunities. In contrast, naifs incorrectly think that

they will behave themselves in the future, and so they see no value in making a commitment.

14 If exponential discounters are impatient, the timing of rewards and costs can matter somewhat.

The more general point, however, is that exponential discounters are influenced by only the overall

present discounted value of costs and benefits — that is, holding their present discounted value

constant, altering the timing cannot alter their behavior.
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But note that this does not mean that naifs won’t make commitments. If making a commitment

is costly, either directly or indirectly via reduced flexibility, they will turn it down, as would an

exponential discounter. If, however, there were some incentive to commit — perhaps we offer to

pay the person $1 if they commit in advance to a day — then they would take it. More generally,

naifs, like sophisticates, can benefit from commitment, but since they themselves don’t see the

need, principals need to create incentives for them to make commitments.

We move next to a somewhat richer context that captures a common situation that we call ‘‘cu-

mulative procrastination’’. Consider a student who must read P pages in T days — that is, she must

choose a path (p1, ..., pT ), where pt is the number of pages read on day t, such that
PT

t=1 pt = P .

On any given day, her disutility is equal to the number of hours spent reading — that is, ut = −ht.
The number of hours required to read p pages is pα for some α > 1— that is, ht = (pt)α. The key

feature of this situation is that, because there are increasing marginal costs to reading on any given

day, efficiency calls for the person to spread out her work regularly rather than doing it all in a few

days.

First consider June Mae, an exponential discounter with δ = 1. How will she react to these

circumstances? The answer is simple by the construction: June Mae will read the same amount on

every day, which means reading P/T pages per day and therefore (P/T )α hours per day.

Now consider April Mae, a naive person with δ = 1 and β < 1. What will she do? On day 1,

she expects to read the same amount on all remaining days beginning tomorrow. Specifically, she

expects that if she reads p1 pages today, then she’ll read (P − p1)/(T − 1) pages on each of the

T − 1 remaining days. Hence, on day 1 she’ll choose p1 to minimize

(p1)
α + β

∙
(T − 1)

µ
P − p1
T − 1

¶α¸
.

It follows that on day 1 April Mae will choose

p1 =
β1/(α−1)

T − 1 + β1/(α−1)
P .

Iterating this logic, one can show that on day t > 1 April Mae will choose

pt =

Ã
t−1Y
n=1

T − n
T − n+ β1/(α−1)

!
β1/(α−1)

T − t+ β1/(α−1)
P .

Table II uses this equation to present how the two types behave for some specific examples.
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TABLE II

Behavior in Cumulative-Procrastination Example

T = 30, P = 30, α = 2 T = 30, P = 60, α = 1.7

June Mae April Mae
with β = 1/2

June Mae April Mae
with β = 3/4

h1 1 hour 151
2

minutes 31
4

hours 99 minutes
h2 1 hour 16 minutes 31

4
hours 101 minutes

...
...

...
...

...
hT−1 1 hour 5.9 hours 31

4
hours 9.6 hours

hT 1 hour 23.76 hours 31
4

hours 19.25 hours
Total Hours 30 hours 51 hours 971

2
hours 108 hours

Consider the first example, where students must read 30 pages in 30 days. June Mae spreads

out this work evenly, and hence reads 1 hour per day and a total of 30 hours. On Day 1, April

Mae plans to spread out her work evenly, but her preference for immediate gratification leads her

to choose to read less today and more on all future days. Specifically, on day 1 she reads for 15

1/2 minutes, planning to read for 62 minutes on each of the remaining 29 days. Hence, when she

makes this decision to indulge immediate gratification, she has decided to increase total hours by

13 1/2 minutes.

Unfortunately for April Mae, on Day 2 she changes her mind and decides to indulge immediate

gratification once again, this time reading for 16 minutes and planning to read for 64 minutes on

each of the remaining 28 days. Indeed, she repeatedly revises her plans to indulge immediate

gratification, and as a result she ends up reading for many hours just before the deadline — nearly

6 hours on day 29, and 23 3/4 hours on day 30 — an ‘‘all-nighter’’. Overall, whereas June Mae

reads for a total of 30 hours, April Mae reads for a total of 51 hours.15

Notice in this example that April Mae did not plan to pull an all-nighter on Day 30. Rather, due to

a series of decisions to indulge immediate gratification, she kept backloading more and more work,

and ended up forced to do an all-nighter. This example illustrates the more general point that people

with present bias do not choose optimal life courses in the way that exponential discounters do. For

people who are (to some extent) naive, eventual life courses can be the result of a series of revisions

of plans, and look very different from the person’s initial plan. Even for fully sophisticated people,

15 If we were to consider September ‘‘Sally’’ Mae who is sophisticated with δ = 1 and β = 1/2,

we’d find (as the solution to a fairly tedious problem) that Sally Mae reads for a total of 39 hours.
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who never deviate from their plans, to the extent that they cannot control their future behavior they

also do not choose optimal life courses.

We next explore the role of incentives in this example, and in particular how some micro-details

that would have small effects for exponential discounters can have significant impact on a naive

person with present bias, like April Mae. Consider first a minor modification of this environment:

People experience a small bit of enjoyment from studying with their friends — specifically, whereas

ut = −ht if a person studies alone, ut = −.99ht if the person studies with a friend. Suppose further,

however, that studying together requires scheduling a day in advance, and that the cost of backing

out from planned studying is significant. For exponential discounters, this modification would

have no effect on hours worked, although students would now work together. For naifs like April

Mae, however, the enjoyment of studying together would serve as a serendipitous commitment. In

particular, they would always plan in advance to work the optimal one hour per day, and hence end

up working 30 hours instead of 51 hours.

If, like April Mae, the person were completely naive, then it is important that she enjoy studying

with friends. If instead she had a slight distaste for studying with friends, April Mae would never do

so, and end up again with the 51 hours total. For people who are (to some degree) sophisticated, they

might make use of a friend as a commitment device even if they had a slight (or even significant)

distaste for studying with friends.

If a teacher wanted to help April Mae study more efficiently, what might he do? Taking the

model literally, there is an obvious answer: just require a page every day. Such a policy will induce

April Mae to choose the efficient one hour per day. Moreover, this policy would have no effect on

June Mae. Hence, here we have an example of a policy that can have big benefits for people with

present bias that does not affect standard exponential discounters.

A problem with this simple solution is that we probably shouldn’t take the model literally. It

is more realistic to assume day-to-day variation in the costs of reading, in which case the optimal

strategy would involve more reading on low-cost days, less reading on high-cost days, and some

‘‘precautionary reading’’ early on to protect against high-cost days. If so, then requiring a page

a day would likely make June Mae worse off. Even so, there is a natural compromise: Impose

interim but not too micro-managed incentives. For instance, requiring 5 pages every 5 days in the

certainty case would reduce April Mae’s reading from 51 hours to about 39 hours, and even with

uncertainty leaves June Mae some flexibility.
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In fact, an even better way to help April Mae with limited harm to June Mae is to use voluntary

restrictions. Instead of requiring 30 pages in 30 days, as in our benchmark example, suppose the

teacher offers students at the start of the month a choice between two sets of requirements. If they

like, they can read 31 pages in 30 days, without any interim deadlines. Alternatively, they can be

required to read at least 10 pages after 10 days, at least 20 pages after 20 days, and 30 pages after

30 days. Why the extra page in the former case? Because adding this extra work creates a small

incentive to choose the interim deadlines. As a result, if the interim deadlines are too costly in

terms of reducing flexibility, all types will choose the former option. But if the interim deadlines

are not a big deal, everybody — naifs, sophisticates, and exponential discounters — will all choose

the interim incentives.16

Finally, there is a way to employ magnification here with a mechanism that we see quite a lot

(largely for other reasons, but partly for present bias): Give people false deadlines. This raises

perceived benefits of reading more now. A teacher can induce more efficient reading early on by

people with present bias by saying that the 30 pages must be read in 15 days rather than 30 days

— indeed, in our benchmark example, this would induce an hour of reading on day 1. Then, after

a few days, the teacher can tell students that they really have 20 days to do the reading, and so

forth. If students believed the teacher (which they shouldn’t, and for credibility, moral, and other

reasons, this is not a wise place to use false deadlines) the teacher could, even with uncertainty,

greatly improve efficiency. (But unlike our other schemes, this would harm exponential discounters

significantly.)

For our third example, we leave to realm of procrastination and consider instead overconsump-

tion of harmful goods — specifically, whether people develop and maintain ‘‘bad habits’’. For both

classically addictive substances and for all sorts of activities like diet, exercise, and lifestyle, re-

searchers have started to pay more attention to the role of habit formation. We consider here in

highly stylized form an example of a bad habit. Suppose your happiness on day t is given by:

ut ≡

⎧⎨⎩ ρL ln(xt + 1)− pxt if xt−1 = 0

ρH ln(xt + 1)− pxt − (Γ+ γ ln(xt−1 + 1)) if xt−1 > 0,

where p is the price of the addictive good, xt ≥ 0 is consumption of the addictive good on day t,

16 As we discussed in Section 2, Ariely and Wertenbroch (2002) provide an experimental study of

voluntary interim incentives.
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and ρL, ρH ,Γ, γ > 0 are taste parameters, with ρH > ρL ≥ γ. This formulation reflects that the

person allocates current income between the addictive good and a composite good — specifically,

−pxt reflects that expenditures on the addictive good reduce funds available for consumption of

the composite good.

This formulation assumes a highly stylized version of addiction: if a person didn’t consume

at all last period, then she is unaddicted, whereas if she consumed any positive amount, she is

addicted. But the model incorporates the two essential components of bad habits that have been

much discussed in the economics literature. First, current consumption imposes a negative cost

in the future — as reflected by the fact that if the person consumes x now, then she will incur a

utility cost of Γ+ γ ln(x+ 1) next period.17 Second, current consumption creates habit formation

in the sense that it increases the benefits from future consumption — as reflected by the fact that

consuming now raises the benefits from next period’s consumption from ρL ln(x+1) to ρH ln(x+1).

It could be optimal to develop a bad habit, and whenever it is, people with self-control problems

do so, although their steady-state consumption is suboptimally large. Here, we focus on an example

where it is not optimal to develop a bad habit. Specifically, we suppose that

ut ≡

⎧⎨⎩ 15 ln(xt + 1)− xt if xt−1 = 0

20 ln(xt + 1)− xt − (20 + 10 ln(xt−1 + 1)) if xt−1 > 0.

Consider how an exponential discounter with δ ≈ 1 would behave in this example. Because the

incentive to consume is stronger when addicted than when unaddicted, this person would choose

either an unaddicted steady state or an addicted steady state. In the unaddicted steady state, the

person consumes xt = 0 every period, and hence her instantaneous utility in all periods is 0. In the

addicted steady state, she consumes xt = 9 every period, and hence her instantaneous utility in all

periods is 20 ln 10− 9− (20 + 10 ln 10) = −5.97.18 Because the unaddicted steady state is clearly

better, an exponential discounter with δ ≈ 1 will choose the unaddicted steady state. Notice that

this conclusion would hold even if the person started out addicted. For example, even if she had

formed the habit in her youth, she would immediately stop consuming.

Consider next a naive hyperbolic discounter with β = .8 and δ ≈ 1. When thinking about the

17 Herrnstein, Loewenstein, Prelec, & Vaughan (1993) labeled such effects ‘‘negative internalities’’.
18 When addicted and consuming, optimal consumption x maximizes 20 ln(x+ 1)− x−
δ10 ln(x+ 1) ≈ 10 ln(x+ 1)− x, which yields x = 9.
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future, the naif, like the exponential discounter, views the unaddicted steady state as clearly better

than the addicted steady state, and hence plans and expects never to consume in the future. Even

so, her preference for immediate gratification might lead her to choose short-term consumption. In

this example, if she starts out unaddicted, then she will not consume. Given the relatively small

temptation to consume when unaddicted, she is not willing to incur the future costs even given her

preference for immediate gratification.19

But suppose instead that she starts out with the habit — again, perhaps because she had consumed

in her youth. If she thought her choice was to quit now or never, then she would quit, because she

views the unaddicted steady state as clearly (essentially infinitely) better than the addicted steady

state, and so no short-term temptation would lead her to choose a long-term addiction. But her

choice is not to quit now or never. Rather, she also has the option to consume now and then quit

tomorrow, and her preference for immediate gratification combined with the higher temptation

when addicted in fact makes this her preferred option.20 Moreover, because she feels this way on

every day of her life, she would naively spend her entire life planning to quit in the near future.

Note several features of this example. First, once again we see that details that are irrelevant for

standard exponential discounters matter for people with present bias. Here, initial conditions —

whether a person starts out unaddicted or addicted — is irrelevant to exponential discounters. While

this conclusion is not true for any example, it reflects that, for a reasonably patient exponential

discounter, unless short-term transition costs are very large, the person will choose the best steady

state. In contrast, because a person with present bias might naively procrastinate initiating the

transition to a different steady state, initial conditions can determine lifetime outcomes.

Second, notice the distinction between people’s choices and their life courses. Initially addicted

naifs end up with a lifetime addiction, but they never chose this life course. Rather, on each day

they are choosing merely one more day of addiction. But the end result is that they maintain a

19 When unaddicted, the best x for short-term consumption maximizes 15 ln(x+ 1)− x−
βδ10 ln(x+ 1) ≈ 7 ln(x+ 1)− x, which yields x = 6. But since 15 ln(7)− 6−
βδ[20 + 10 ln(7)] < 0, the person prefers x = 0 to x = 6.

20 When addicted, the best x for short-term consumption maximizes 20 ln(x+ 1)− x−
βδ10 ln(x+ 1) ≈ 12 ln(x+ 1)− x, which yields x = 11. And since 20 ln(12)− 11−
βδ[20 + 10 ln(12)] > 0, the person indeed prefers x = 11 to x = 0.
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lifelong addiction despite the fact that on every day of their life they’d prefer quitting immediately.

Third, notice the power of prospective choice: If by market technology or by government reg-

ulation, she had to decide ahead of time — just a day ahead of time would be enough — whether

to consume, then no matter the initial conditions she would end up choosing the unaddicted steady

state.21

Our example suggests that people may be over-prone to maintain (and more generally to de-

velop) bad habits. A natural policy response would be to tax such goods, because by raising the

market price we can induce less consumption. Such a policy is a nice example of magnification:

because agents are prone to underweight the future costs of consumption, we might be able to

help them to behave better by raising the monetary cost of consumption. Although such ‘‘sin’’

taxes might hurt those who consume optimally, Gruber and Koszegi (2004) and O’Donoghue and

Rabin (2003, 2005) investigate this trade-off, and demonstrate that sin taxes can often be welfare-

improving; we’ll return to this point in the next section.

It is also worth considering richer forms of incentives. For instance, sin licenses (or tax vouchers)

may be a useful technique to induce people to make prospective decisions. Specifically, suppose

we set a high presumptive tax but then let people buy in advance a license that exempts them from

the tax this year. By setting the license fee equal to, say, the tax that would be paid on 100 packs,

we can induce people to assess whether they plan to purchase more or less than 100 packs this

year. Moreover, for those who choose not to buy the license, the high presumptive tax provides a

motivation not to buy in the moment.

Consider a somewhat more speculative proposal. Suppose we impose a ‘‘clean-living’’ sur-

charge: anybody unhooked on this habit at any point pays $2 a day, and anybody hooked pays

nothing. In addition, we offer a ‘‘quitting bonus’’ of $100 to anybody hooked who quits. How

would people react? Unhooked people, whether an exponential discounter or a naif, will choose to

become an addict only if being an addict is not very bad — less bad than paying $2 a day. And they

21 Extrapolating from our example, this type of framework generates implications for how people

might react to quantity discounts, which are quite prevalent in the market (cartons of cigarettes vs.

packs, big bags of chips vs. small). Such reactions can provide a hint as to whether people want

or expect to consume the good in the future, and indeed Wertenbroch (1998) has documented that

people tend to buy ‘‘vice’’ goods in smaller quantities than ‘‘virtue’’ goods.
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might choose constantly starting and stopping, but only if doing so is worth $49 a day.

What about those who are addicted? First note that an exponential discounter, no matter her

utility function, would not plausibly quit in response to this policy. For any plausible impatience,

it would never be worth receiving a one-time $100 payment in return for having to pay $2 for the

rest of her life. Hence, any rational addict will not be influenced by this policy. In contrast, naifs

might quit in response to this policy. The reason is not because they are tempted by the $100 now

in exchange for $2 every day for life — like exponential discounters, for plausible impatience they

view that as a bad deal. The reason is rather that naive addicts might already be planning to quit

soon, and so they expect to be paying the $2 per day for life in any event. If so, their choice boils

down to choosing between $100 and pain of quitting now vs. $100 and pain of quitting tomorrow,

and the former might be better.

4. Heterogeneity and Flexibility

A central theme in the emerging literature on incentives for present-biased people is the importance

of accommodating heterogeneity among agents, and facilitating flexibility in behavior. Casual

evidence suggests that people vary a great deal in their degree of self-control problems, their degree

of awareness of self-control problems, and (of course) in their intrinsic tastes for different activities.

This heterogeneity complicates incentive design because, as we highlighted in Section 3, optimal

incentives differ for different types. Moreover, even individual agents will typically face uncertainty

about their own future tastes, needs, outside options, and constraints. As a result, optimal incentives

may need to permit some flexibility to agents.

Researchers have begun to address both issues. Heterogeneity has been most discussed in the

recent literature on designing paternalistic incentives, where there is concern that interventions

designed to help people who make errors might cause significant harm to people who do not make

errors. One strand of literature has dealt with this issue by identifying non-intrusive interventions

that would combat errors while attempting to impose little or no harm on fully rational people. This

basic approach has been put forth by various authors under various labels: ‘‘cautious paternalism’’

(O’Donoghue and Rabin 1999c ), ‘‘asymmetric paternalism’’ (Camerer, Issacharoff, Loewenstein,

O’Donoghue, and Rabin 2003), ‘‘libertarian paternalism’’ (Sunstein and Thaler 2003a,2003b ), and

‘‘benign paternalism’’ (Choi, Laibson, Madrian, and Metrick 2003). Although this approach has
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been applied to a broad set of errors, present bias is a common focus, and principles #1, #2, and #3

from Section 3 are particularly pertinent for this goal.

In O’Donoghue and Rabin (2003, 2005), we directly address heterogeneity by deriving optimal

policy as a function of the distribution of types in the population. Specifically, we investigate

consumption of goods that generate immediate consumption utility but future health costs, where

people differ both in terms of their degree of present bias and in terms of their tastes for the good.

We show that taxing such goods can yield significant benefits for present-biased people by inducing

them to reduce over-consumption, while at the same time such taxes may have very little effect on

the utility of fully rational people. Moreover, if tax proceeds are returned to consumers as a uniform

lump sum, then there is a net redistribution from present-biased people to fully rational people, and

as a result such taxes can sometimes end up making everybody better off — that is, they can create

a Pareto improvement.

Heterogeneity is also relevant for firms concerned with either efficiency or exploitation — e.g.,

incentives designed to exploit people with present bias might end up losing revenue on those without

it. Indeed, DellaVigna and Malmendier (2004) derive optimal two-part tariffs for a monopolist

facing present-biased consumers, and they show that the optimal contract may look very different

for people with sophisticated present bias, people with naive present bias, and those without present

bias. They do not, however, consider the screening problem. More recently, Eliaz and Spiegler

(forthcoming) investigate a contracting model in which a firm attempts to screen sophisticates from

naifs so as to promote efficient exchange (efficient commitment) with sophisticates while at the
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same time exploiting naifs.22

Researchers have also started to address the need for flexibility. In many analyses, it has been

implicit. For instance, O’Donoghue and Rabin (1999b ) investigate incentives to combat procrasti-

nation when agents face day-to-day uncertainty in the opportunity cost of engaging in an activity. In

such an environment, it is typically not optimal to impose an immediate deadline, because the agent

should be permitted some flexibility to find a good time to complete the task. Recently, Amador,

Werning, and Angeletos (2005) explicitly investigate the optimal trade-off between commitment

and flexibility in a savings-consumption model. (They find, for instance, that imposing a minimal

level of savings is always a part of the optimal solution.)

An important aspect, in our view, that is missing from existing research is the use of more subtle,

‘‘voluntary’’ screening devices. If our goal is to implement a policy that combats present bias,

but we are worried that this policy might hurt people who don’t have present bias, why not let

people voluntarily select in advance whether to be subject to the policy. If everyone were fully

sophisticated, such a scheme can be very effective, because we can count on all agents to choose

whatever incentives are best for them. A problem arises, however, when there are naive agents,

because they may not see the value of the policy. Even so, we can deal with this problem by

providing an ex ante incentive to volunteer — perhaps framed in reverse where the default is being

subject to the policy but for a small price people can buy out the restrictions. We suspect this

technique will play a prominent role as the literature evolves.

22 Formal analyses of heterogeneous populations are important to advance research on present bias.

Demonstrating, for instance, the extent to which proposed incentives to combat present bias are ro-

bust to the existence of vast numbers of fully self-controlled agents will highlight that the merits of

such incentive schemes do not rely on an assumption that virtually everyone is present-biased. It

is also our hope that research acknowledging and investigating the prevalence of different degrees

of self-control problems will help to rebut the over-frequent supposition among doctors, preachers,

and laypeople that certain activities reflect purely unwarranted pursuit of immediate gratification.

Research that incorporates self-control problems and carefully identifies those instances when con-

sumption is actually optimal presumably has a better chance of persuading skeptics that such in-

stances are indeed optimal than does research that a priori assumes that whatever a person does is

optimal.
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Voluntary incentives may be particularly important as a means to deal with the need for flexi-

bility. Perhaps the most important aspect of the need for flexibility is heterogeneity in this need.

For some agents, flexibility is quite important, while for others it is not. Much as for heterogeneity

more generally, we suspect that the best way to deal with heterogeneity in the need for flexibility is

via voluntary commitments. In our cumulative-procrastination example, for instance, we discussed

how we could let people choose between having slightly more total work and lots of flexibility vs.

slightly less total work but reduced flexibility. If uncertainty is high and thus flexibility is valuable,

people will choose the former; if they have relatively little value for flexibility, they will choose

the latter.

Indeed, procrastination is a useful context in which to make these ideas even more concrete.

Our examples in Section 3 illustrate the usefulness of deadlines for combatting procrastination.

Deadlines are perhaps most important for ‘‘optional’’ tasks. People face many tasks in their lifetime

that are on net beneficial but need not be done. These might be mundane tasks — such as building

shelves in the garage or investing in a better technology for mowing the lawn — or they might

be more economically relevant tasks — such as investing in human capital or improving one’s

portfolio of financial investments. Because such tasks have no inherent deadline, procrastination

can lead to infinite delay — that is, present-biased people may never complete the task even when

they would prefer to complete the task early on rather than never. In such cases, imposing any

not-too-long-away deadline can yield significant benefits.

A major worry with any final deadline, however, is the need for flexibility — with a final dead-

line, if due to bad luck a person misses the deadline, she has lost the opportunity to ever do the task.

To address this worry, there is another type of deadline that makes use of the difference between

the nature of procrastinatory delay and that of rational delay. To the extent that procrastination is

driven by a naive belief that a task will be completed in the near future, putting limits on the fre-

quency with which one can carry out tasks can help to combat procrastination. If a person can take

a job-certification course on any day for the rest of her life, then she might repeatedly delay based

on a daily belief that she’ll do it tomorrow or within a few days. If instead the job-certification

course is offered, say, only once per month, then the person can no longer justify delay based on

a naive belief that she’ll do it soon. Rather, she’ll be forced to recognize that delay now means at

least a one-month delay, and if the consequences of a one-month delay — e.g., lower wages for the
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next 30 days — are sufficiently large, she won’t delay.23

While this technique solves the final-deadline problem, it can still be critiqued for lack of flexi-

bility — if it turns out that a person cannot make the course on the night it is offered, she must wait

a month before her next opportunity. Here, voluntary incentives can be used as a means to address

this concern. For instance, we might offer people two choices for a job-certification course. For an

upfront fee of $100, they can take the course on any day they like; but for an upfront fee of $90,

they can take the course only on the first of any given month (and we do not permit people to switch

from their initial choice). People who face significant day-to-day uncertainty and thus put a high

value on flexibility will choose the former option; people who face less day-to-day uncertainty will

choose the latter option.

In addition to flexibility, we should also be worried about heterogeneity in the propensity to pro-

crastinate, due either to heterogeneity in present bias or heterogeneity in how unpleasant a person

finds the task. There are in fact other ways to combat procrastination that deal with such hetero-

geneity. One technique is to create direct incentives (rewards) for people to accelerate their plans.

Suppose, for instance, that $20 vouchers are given to heroin addicts who maintain clean urine tests

for a month. Heroin addicts who rationally prefer to remain heroin addicts presumably will not be

influenced much by such vouchers — if they are influenced, it is either because they barely pre-

ferred to remain heroin addicts or because temporary restraint is not very costly. But among heroin

addicts who had been planning to commence withdrawal, such small financial rewards can lead

them to immediately initiate such plans when they otherwise would have procrastinated. Similarly,

small vouchers, especially dated ones, by commercial enterprises that encourage people to sign up

for a service are much more likely to have an effect on people planning to join such a service than

those that never plan to.

A second technique is to focus less on combatting procrastination and more on limiting the harm

from procrastination. In particular, in many cases, policymakers or firms get to specify default

outcomes that are implemented unless people opt out. By choosing these defaults wisely, it can

23 Even better — to the extent it is possible — the course could be offered every day, but certifi-

cations for the month are processed only on, say, the last day of the month. Then the person could

still take the course on any day, but the last day of the month would loom large as a deadline to

receive the benefits for the upcoming month.
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be possible to implement better outcomes. A nice example of such defaults are in the Save More

Tomorrow (SMART) Plan that has recently been marketed by Thaler and Benartzi (2004). They

operate under the presumption that people want to initiate savings plans (for retirement), but have

difficulty initiating those plans. To overcome this tendency, they offer people the option to set their

default outcome to increased saving beginning in the future, with regular increases in the amount

saved up to some limit, all implemented via automatic withdrawals from one’s paycheck. They

document that many people indeed choose to sign up for such plans, and end up saving more than

those who do not sign up for the plan.

A third technique is to promote ‘‘active choice’’ — to the extent possible, force people to actually

make a decision, or at least make them perceive that they are forced to make a decision. This

technique was first proposed by Choi, Laibson, Madrian, and Metrick (2004), who studied a firm

whose 401(k) plan unintentionally set up such a situation. Specifically, new employees were given

the enrollment form for the company’s 401(k) plan as part of a package of forms that needed to be

filled out within 30 days. While some of these forms really were required, the 401(k) enrollment

form was not — if the employee failed to turn it in, the employee just wasn’t enrolled in the plan.

Even so, employees seem to have viewed it as a requirement, and as a result more employees signed

up for the 401(k) plan relative to what happened when the company later moved to an online system

that permitted enrollment on any day.

5. Discussion and Conclusion

In this section, we discuss some broader issues and conclude. We have described how people

seem to have a time-inconsistent taste for immediate gratification, and we have explored how

this taste can lead to different reactions to incentives than does the standard economic model of

choice. Present bias is, however, only one improvement in how to conceptualize people’s behavior.

Researchers have started to investigate other improvements, and these also can lead to different

reactions to incentives.

In the realm of intertemporal choice, a related improvement is ‘‘temptation utility,’’ as formu-

lated by Gul and Pesendorfer (2001), wherein people find it unpleasant to have unchosen tempting

options. In our example of a bad habit, for instance, if consuming the good is more tempting than

not consuming, then a person may prefer to consume the good so as to avoid the temptation disutil-
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ity that she would experience while not consuming. Moreover, even if she would be able to resist

the temptation, she might in advance attempt to eliminate her access to the good so as to eliminate

the temptation disutility that she would feel while not consuming. Because the details of incentives

can influence the extent to which people experience temptation disutility, then, much as for present

bias, more than just gestalt incentives matter.24 Another related improvement in the realm of in-

tertemporal choice is ‘‘projection bias,’’ as formulated by Loewenstein, O’Donoghue, and Rabin

(2003), wherein people underappreciate taste changes — specifically, perceived future tastes are

in between actual future tastes and current tastes. In our example of a bad habit, if an unaddicted

person underappreciates the negative cost associated with being addicted, she might choose to be-

come an addict even when she shouldn’t. Again, because the details of incentives can influence

both current and future tastes, more than just gestalt incentives matter.

It is instructive to compare the implications for incentive design of these different ways to im-

prove the standard economic model. The models of temptation utility and of fully sophisticated

present bias share two features: (i) people correctly predict their future behavior, and (ii) people’s

ex ante preferences correspond to their normative preferences. Two implications follow. First,

from the perspective of designing incentives to promote better outcomes, we can never do better

than eliciting from individuals what they view as their optimal commitments. Second, from the

perspective of designing exploitative incentives, the best we can do is to create temptations and

to undermine commitments. Contrast these conclusions with the models of projection bias and of

naive present bias, where people might incorrectly predict future behavior. For such problems, de-

signing incentives becomes more difficult. For incentives designed to produce better outcomes, it

may be necessary, as we have discussed for naive present bias, to create incentives to encourage

reluctant agents to take on commitments. And for exploitative incentives, it may be possible to

induce people to pay for things that they will end up not valuing.

24 Indeed, a few recent papers have studied the design of incentives when people experience temp-

tation utility — see for instance Amador, Werning, and Angeletos (2005) and Esteban, Miyagawa,

and Shum (2005). Temptation utility and (fully sophisticated) present bias are sometimes discussed

as mutually exclusive models, in part because they often yield similar predictions. In our view,

however, these models reflect two distinct psychological phenomena that might both influence

behavior.
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Indeed, there exist real-world examples that seem naturally interpreted as exploitation of naivete,

where firms offer long-term contracts that take advantage of naive mispredictions. For instance,

DellaVigna and Malmendier (forthcoming) argue that health clubs may encourage long-term con-

tracts to take advantage of people’s naive beliefs that they will frequently use the health club. Shui

and Ausubel (2004) describe how consumers seem to underpredict future credit-card borrowing,

and hence are too sensitive to the introductory interest rate and pay too little attention to the long-

term (post-introductory) interest rate. If so, then we might expect credit-card companies to take

advantage of this propensity by pushing cards with low introductory rates and high long-term rates

(although it is unclear how competition will affect their ability to make money in this way). More

generally, there seem to be numerous examples of firms attempting to make default outcomes con-

tinued subscription to some service. The health club studied by DellaVigna and Malmendier, for in-

stance, used the common approach of having a monthly membership that is automatically renewed

by credit card, and they found evidence of significant procrastination in cancelling the membership

— specifically, people continued to pay for the membership long after their last use of the health

club.

We have emphasized throughout how the existence of present bias creates a need for incentives

to promote better outcomes. An important issue is to what extent will the market provide such in-

centives. Researchers have long discussed how sophisticates would demand commitment devices,

and have pointed to the existence of Christmas clubs, fat farms, and other commitment devices pro-

vided by the market as evidence that people have self-control problems. One might further infer

from these examples that the market is an effective provider of commitment devices, and hence

there is limited need for any ‘‘paternalistic’’ interventions.

Recently, however, economists have demonstrated that markets might, in fact, undermine the

scope for commitment devices. In particular, a commitment device will work only to the extent

that another firm doesn’t come along offering ways to undo that commitment. For instance, Laib-

son (1997) demonstrates how illiquid savings instruments that tie up people’s wealth in the short

term can be a valuable commitment device to combat under-saving due to present bias. But he

then discusses how the rapid expansion of the credit-card industry in the early 1990’s might have

undermined this commitment device by giving people the ability to borrow against that illiquid

wealth. DellaVigna and Malmendier (2004) and Koszegi (forthcoming) explore more systemati-

cally the types of situations in which the market is likely to be able or unable to provide commitment
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devices. They show, for instance, that for investment goods for which the optimal commitment in-

volves low per-unit prices (below marginal cost), there is little scope for other firms to undermine

this commitment, whereas for indulgent goods for which the optimal commitment involves high

per-unit prices (above marginal cost), there is significant scope for other firms to undermine this

commitment.

Researchers are only beginning to study incentive design when people have present bias (and

other behavioral phenomena). For such people, the usual intuitions still apply — e.g., in a standard

moral-hazard model, the principal still faces the usual trade-off between insurance and incentives.

But new intuitions also arise, and in particular details that would be mostly irrelevant to standard

agents can become quite important. We hope that by describing some general principles, and by

highlighting the importance of heterogeneity and flexibility, this paper will help lay the groundwork

for this emerging literature.
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